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ods of operating a UE ( 110) and corresponding network node (130) and UE ( 110) apparatuses are disclosed.



NETWORK TRIGGERED MEASUREMENTS AND MEASUREMENT REPORTS
BY USER EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to communications systems. More particularly,

and not by way of limitation, the present invention is directed to controlling measurements

and related measurement reporting by user equipment nodes within communications systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is a third

generation mobile communication system, which evolved from the Global System for Mobile

Communications (GSM), and is intended to provide improved mobile communication

services based on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) technology.

UTRAN, short for UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network, is a collective term for the

Node B's and Radio Network Controllers which make up the UMTS radio access network.

Thus, UTRAN is essentially a radio access network using wideband code division multiple

access for user equipment nodes (UEs).

[0003] The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has undertaken to further

evolve the UTRAN and GSM based radio access network technologies. In this regard,

specifications for the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) are

ongoing within 3GPP. The Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-

UTRAN) comprises the Long Term Evolution (LTE) and System Architecture Evolution

(SAE).

[0004] An example UTRAN system 100 is shown in Figure 1 . The system 100

includes a plurality of UEs 110 that communicate with a Node B 120 (e.g., radio transceiver

base station) through a radio air interface. The Node B 120 is controlled by a radio network

controller (RNC) 130 and connected to a core network 140.

[0005] An enhanced uplink transmission capability from the UEs 110 to the Node B

120 is provided for improved uplink packet-data support with reduced round trip delay, high

bit-rate availability and increased cell capacity. While operating in a Radio Resource Control

(RRC) CELL DCH (Dedicated CHannel) state, a network node allocates dedicated resources

for each UE 110. Enhanced uplink transmission in a CELL FACH (Forward Access

CHannel) state and an IDLE MODE state is also allowed. The UEs 110 can switch between



the states CELL FACH and CELL DCH to utilize common enhanced uplink resources that

are setup by the network node for transmission of data on an enhanced dedicated physical

control channel (E-DPDCH).

[0006] While a UE 110 transmits data on the E-DPDCH in state CELL FACH, it

utilizes a common network resource. When the UE 110 needs to make use of the resource for

a longer time, the RNC 130 can switch the UE 110 from the state CELL FACH to the state

CELL DCH.

[0007] The UEs 110 perform measurements and report the measurements to the Node

B 120 to, for example, assist with mobility decisions. Dedicated Inter Radio Access

Technology (IRAT) measurements in CELL FACH is not standardized, however

measurements on GSM can be performed by a UE as part of the UE based cell reselection

mechanism. For measurements on Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA)

there is currently no mechanism specified for measurements in CELL FACH.

[0008] In Release 11, the Work Item "Further Enhancements for CELL FACH"

includes the sub-feature "mobility enhancements from CELL FACH state to LTE (or E-

UTRA)". The objective of this subfeature is to enhance mobility from CELL FACH state to

E-UTRA.

[0009] Current proposed measurements in CELL FACH can cause continuous

measurements to be performed by a UE. However, the continuous UE measurements

consume power and, thereby, reduce battery life. Moreover, the continuous UE

measurements may also delay any ongoing IF and/or GSM measurements in CELL FACH

used for cell reselection. If UEs are configured with E-UTRA measurements in

CELL FACH, there may be a significant UL signaling load and an increased system

interference because the UEs will use either the RACH or common E-DCH resources to

transmit the measurement reports. This can reduce system accessibility.

[001 0] The approaches described in this section could be pursued, but are not

necessarily approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless

otherwise indicated herein, the approaches described in this section are not prior art to the

claims in this application and are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section.

SUMMARY

[001 1] Some embodiments of inventive concepts disclosed herein are directed to

managing when and how measurements are performed and communicated from a user

equipment node (UE) to a network node. Some methods and operations by UEs and network



nodes disclosed herein cause the UE to perform measurements and report the measurements

when requested by the network node. These methods and operations may conserve battery

power within the UE. Moreover, when the network node desires measurement information,

the network node can, at that time, request the UE to perform measurements and to report

them. These methods and operations may also reduce the signaling load in the network and

reduce the uplink interference due to signaling. Moreover, these methods and operations may

assist the network node with requesting measurement reports during a time when it is

determined that there are sufficient available resources in the network. Because the

measurement can be performed quickly upon request, the service interruption can be reduced

and the measured result can be quickly delivered to the network node. Because the network

node can control when a one-shot measurement is performed by the UE, the network node

can utilize its knowledge of activity level in the UE to choose a time when the measurement

will impact the service the least.

[001 2] One embodiment is directed to a method of operating a network node to

control measurements by a UE in a communications system. The method includes

communicating a measurement configuration message to the UE that configures a

measurement that is to be performed by the UE to generate a measurement report. The

measurement report is received from the UE.

[001 3] In a further embodiment, communicating the measurement configuration

message to the UE includes, communicating the measurement configuration message as an

explicit indication to the UE to proceed with performing the measurement defined by the

measurement configuration message to generate the measurement report. The measurement

configuration message can define a reporting criteria that triggers the UE to communicate the

measurement report to the network node when the reporting criteria is fulfilled. The

reporting criteria may be a threshold value that the UE compares to the measurement to

determine whether to communicate the measurement report to the network node.

[0014] In a further embodiment, a command is communicated to the UE to switch to

CELL FACH state, which triggers the UE to perform the measurement defined by the

measurement configuration message. An explicit indication is then communicated to the UE

to proceed with communicating the measurement report to the network node.

[001 5] In a further embodiment, following communication of the measurement

configuration message, an explicit indication is communicated to the UE to trigger

performance of the measurement configured by the measurement configuration message and

communication of the measurement report to the network node.



[001 6] Other embodiments are directed to corresponding methods of operating a UE

to perform measurements in a communications system. One method includes receiving a

measurement configuration message from a network node that configures a measurement that

is to be performed by the UE. The measurement defined by the measurement configuration

message is performed. A measurement report based on the measurement is communicated to

the network node.

[001 7] In a further embodiment, the measurement defined by the measurement

configuration message is performed in response to receipt of the measurement configuration

message. The measurement configuration message may define a reporting criteria that

triggers the UE to communicate the measurement report to the network node when the

reporting criteria is fulfilled. The measurement configuration message may define a

threshold value (e.g. signal strength), and communication of the measurement report to the

network node is performed in response to comparison of the threshold value to the

measurement (e.g. measurement of signal strength exceeding the threshold value).

[001 8] In a further embodiment, a command is received from the network node for

the UE ( 110) to switch to CELL FACH state. The measurement defined by the measurement

configuration message is performed in response to receipt of the command. In explicit

indication is received from the network node to proceed with communicating the

measurement report to the network node. The measurement report is communicated to the

network node responsive to receipt of the explicit indication.

[001 9] It is noted that aspects described with respect to one embodiment may be

incorporated in different embodiments although not specifically described relative thereto.

That is, all embodiments and/or features of any embodiments can be combined in any way

and/or combination. Moreover, other systems, methods, and/or computer program products

according to embodiments will be or become apparent to one with skill in the art upon review

of the following drawings and detailed description. It is intended that all such additional

systems, methods, and/or computer program products be included within this description, be

within the scope of the present invention, and be protected by the accompanying claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further

understanding of the disclosure and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

application, illustrate certain non-limiting embodiment(s) of the invention. In the drawings:



[0021] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a communications system that controls

measurement reports sent by UEs to a Node B;

[0022] Figures 2-7 are flowcharts of operations and methods for controlling

measurement reports sent by a UE to a Node B;

[0023] Figure 8 is a block diagram of a UE configured according to some

embodiments of the present invention; and

[0024] Figure 9 is a block diagram of a network node configured according to some

embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in

order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be understood

by those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific

details. In other instances, well-known methods, procedures, components and circuits have

not been described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.

[0026] It is further noted that although terminology from 3GPP UTRAN is used in

this disclosure to exemplify embodiments of the invention, this does not limit the scope of the

invention to only those systems. Other wireless systems may also benefit from exploiting

embodiments of the present invention disclosed herein. Accordingly, although various

embodiments are described in the context of controlling measurements by a UE and reporting

of the measurements to a Node B based on the UTRAN standards, the scope of the invention

is not limited thereto.

[0027] It is further noted that terminology such as Node B (also referred to as a

network node, base station, or Evolved Node B) and UE (also referred to as a wireless

terminal) should be considering non-limiting and does not imply a certain hierarchical

relation between the two. In general a Node B and a UE may be considered as examples of

respective different communication nodes that communicate with each other over a wireless

radio channel.

[0028] Reference is again made to the system of Figure 1, to explain how the

illustrated elements are now configured to operate according to various embodiments of the

present invention. Although various embodiments are described in the context of the

UTRAN system 100 of Figure 1, the invention is not limited thereto.

[0029] Some embodiments of the present invention may arise from the present

realization that at least some of the above mentioned disadvantages may be overcome by



configuring the Radio Network Controller (RNC) 130, the Node B 120, and/or another

network node to send an explicit indication (message) to the UE 110 to perform a defined

measurement and to send a corresponding measurement report back to the Node B 120.

Similarly, the UE 110 is configured to receive the explicit indication and respond thereto by

performing the measurement and sending the measurement report. Hence, the UE 110 only

measures and sends a measurement report when requested by the Node B 120.

[0030] Although various embodiments are described in the context of the Node B 120

triggering the generation of a measurement report from the UE 110, in other embodiments the

RNC 130 or another network node may operate to trigger the generation of a measurement

report from the UE 110. Thus, various operations and methods attributed below to the Node

B 120 may alternatively or additionally be performed by the RNC 130 and/or another

network node of the system. Moreover, the measurements that are described below as being

communicated to the Node B 120, may be forwarded (as-is or modified) to the RNC 130

and/or another network node to perform responsive functionality.

[0031] In accordance with some embodiments, the Node B 120 configures the

measurements that will be performed by the UE 110 while the UE 110 is operating in the

CELL FACH state, and controls when the UE 110 will perform the actual measurement

according to the measurement configuration and reports the measurement to the Node B 120.

[0032] Figure 2 illustrates operations and methods 200 that can be performed by the

Node B 120, and Figure 3 illustrates corresponding operations and methods 300 that can be

performed by the UE 110. Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the Node B 120 communicates

(block 202) a measurement configuration message to the UE 110, which can be

communicated as part of a RRC Reconfiguration Message and/or in a Measurement Control

Message. The UE 110 performs one or more measurements that are defined by the

measurement configuration message. The measurement configuration message may include

a measurement ID and type, a command (setup, modify, or release), the measurement objects

and quantity, the reporting quantities, criteria (event-triggered), and mode (acknowledged/

unacknowl edged) .

[0033] The UE 110 correspondingly receives (block 302) the measurement

configuration message which it may use to control the type of measurement it performs,

which may include one or more of the following:

- Intra-frequency measurements on downlink (DL) physical channels at

the same frequency as an active set;



- Inter-frequency measurements on DL physical channels at frequencies that differ

from the frequency of the active set;

- Inter-system measurements on DL physical channels belonging to another radio

access system, e.g. GSM;

- Traffic volume measurements on uplink (UL) traffic volume;

- Quality measurements, DL transport block error rate; and

- Internal measurements, UE transmission power and UE received signal level.

[0034] The Node B 120 also communicates (block 204) an explicit indication (e.g.,

message containing a defined command) to cause the UE 110 to perform the measurement.

The explicit indication may be communicated using a Measurement Control Message or other

RRC message, and/or using a new/modified RRC message such as a Cell Change Order.

[0035] The UE 110 correspondingly receives (block 304) the explicit indication from

the Node B 120, and performs (block 306) the measurement defined by the measurement

configuration message.

[0036] The measurement configuration message may define a reporting criteria which

will trigger the UE 110 to communicate a measurement report to the Node B 120. When the

reporting criteria is fulfilled (e.g., occurrence of a criteria/event defined by the measurement

configuration message) the UE 110 communicates a measurement report message to the

Node B 120, where the measurement report includes the results of the measurement(s) and

can further include the measurement ID. The reporting criteria may, for example, be event-

triggered or periodic reporting. An event-triggered reporting criteria causes the UE 110 to

send a report when a defined event occurs (e.g., the received Reference Signal Received

Power (RSRP) is above a reporting threshold value defined by the reporting criteria). A

periodic reporting criteria cause the UE 110 to send a report at a defined periodic rate (i.e.,

regardless of various unrelated events such as whether RSRP is above a reporting threshold).

[0037] An example reporting criteria that the measurement configuration message

may define can include a threshold value that the UE 110 compares to a measurement to

determine whether to communicate the measurement in a measurement report to the network

node 120. By further example, the UE 110 may compare a measured signal strength to a

threshold value defined by the measurement configuration message to determine whether

(when) to communicate the measurement report to the network node 120 (e.g., communicate

the measurement report in response to the measurement of signal strength exceeding a

specified threshold).



[0038] The UE 110 communicates (block 308) a measurement report to the Node B

120, such as responsive to occurrence of an event defined by the measurement configuration

message (e.g., responsive to comparison of a measured signal strength to a specified

threshold). The Node B 120 receives (block 206) the measurement report. The RNC 130 can

use the measurement report for mobility management of the UE 110.

[0039] In one embodiment, the measurement report generated by the UE 110 may

include a bitmap, where for each frequency configured by the measurement configuration

message the UE 110 sends one bit (e.g., when the measurement configuration message

configures 3 frequencies, the UE 110 sends 3 bits in the measurement report). Each bit is set

to logic "0" or "1" responsive to whether the corresponding measurement value is below or

above the reporting threshold. In other words, the measurement report can include one bit per

frequency measured that indicates whether the measurement of signal strength of the

frequency exceeded the threshold value.

[0040] The UE 110 may, for example, measure a reference signal received from the

Node B 120 and/or another Node B or radio base station, such as while in CELL FACH

state, to determine a Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) value and/or a Reference

Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) value. Whether the UE 110 determines RSRP or RSRQ

may be controlled by information defined by the measurement configuration message.

[0041] RSRP is a RSSI type of measurement by the UE 110. The UE 110 measures

RSRP as the linear average over the power contributions (in [W]) of the resource elements

that carry cell-specific reference signals within certain measurement frequency bandwidth

(e.g., particular frequency bandwidth that can be defined by the measurement configuration

message). For RSRP measurement, the cell-specific reference signals Ro can be used. If the

UE 110 can reliably detect that Ri is available it may use Ri in addition to Ro to measure

RSRP.

[0042] The reference point for RSRP may be the antenna connector of the UE 110. If

receiver diversity is used by the UE 110, the reported RSRP value (i.e., in the measurement

report) shall, in one embodiment, not be lower than the corresponding RSRP value of any of

the individual diversity branches.

[0043] In an embodiment, RSRP measurement is used in both RRC IDLE intra-

frequency, RRC IDLE inter-frequency, RRC CONNECTED intra-frequency, and/or

RRC CONNECTED intra-frequency modes, such as during procedures by the UE 110 for

cell selection and cell reselection in idle mode.



[0044] RSRQ is a C/I type of measurement and indicates the quality of the received

reference signal. It can be measured as (N*RSRP)/(E-UTRA Carrier RSSI), where N is the

number or resource blocks of the E-UTRA carrier RSSI measurement bandwidth. The

measurements of the numerator and denominator are made over the same set of resource

blocks.

[0045] The E-UTRA carrier Receive Strength Signal Indicator (RSSI) measures the

linear average of the total received power (in [W]) observed only in OFDM symbols

containing reference symbols for antenna port 0 (i.e., OFDM symbol 0 & 4 in a slot) in the

measurement bandwidth over N resource blocks by the UE 110 from all sources. The total

received power of the carrier RSSI includes the power from co-channel serving & non-

serving cells, adjacent channel interference, thermal noise, etc. If higher-layer signalling

indicates certain subframes for performing RSRQ measurements, than the RSSI can be

measured over all OFDM symbols in the indicated subframes.

[0046] The reference point for RSRQ may be the antenna connector of the UE 110. If

receiver diversity is used by the UE 110, the reported RSRQ value (i.e., in the measurement

report) shall, in one embodiment, not be lower than the corresponding RSRQ value of any of

the individual diversity branches.

[0047] In an embodiment, RSRQ measurement is used in RRC IDLE intra-

frequency, RRC IDLE inter-frequency, RRC CONNECTED intra-frequency, and/or

RRC CONNECTED intra-frequency modes, such as during procedures by the UE 110 for

cell selection and cell reselection in idle mode.

[0048] The RSRQ measurement provides additional information when RSRP is not

sufficient to make a reliable handover or cell reselection decision. The UE 110 may measure

RSRP and/or RSRQ (e.g., responsive to information defined by the measurement

configuration message) and the Node B 110 may use RSRP and/or RSRQ reported in the

measurement report to make mobility management decisions for the UE 110.

[0049] In some other embodiments, the measurement configuration message and the

explicit indication to trigger measurement and reporting are communicated together in a same

message. Figure 4 illustrates operations and methods 400 that can be performed by the Node

B 120, and Figure 5 illustrates corresponding operations and methods 500 that can be

performed by the UE 110.

[0050] Referring to Figures 4 and 5, the Node B 120 communicates (block 402) a

measurement configuration message to the UE 110, which can be communicated as part of a



RRC Reconfiguration Message, a Measurement Control Message, and/or another RRC

message, such as a Cell Change Order.

[0051] The UE 110 correspondingly receives (block 502) the measurement

configuration message which it uses to control the type of measurement it performs, and

further uses the message as an explicit indication that it is to proceed with performing a

present measurement (one or more measurements) (block 504) defined by the measurement

configuration message.

[0052] The measurement configuration message may define a reporting criteria which

will trigger the UE 110 to communicate a measurement report to the Node B 120. When the

reporting criteria is fulfilled (e.g., occurrence of a criteria/event defined by the measurement

configuration message) the UE 110 communicates a measurement report message to the

Node B 120, where the measurement report includes the results of the measurement(s) and

can further include the measurement ID. An example reporting criteria that the measurement

configuration message may define can include a threshold value that the UE 110 compares to

a measurement to determine whether to communicate the measurement in a measurement

report to the network node (120). The UE 110 may compare a measured signal strength to a

threshold value defined by the measurement configuration message to determine whether

(when) to communicate the measurement report to the network node (120) (e.g.,

communicate the measurement report in response to the measurement of signal strength

exceeding a specified threshold). For example, the reporting criteria may trigger the UE 110

to communicate the measurement report in response to its measured quality of any cell on a

configured E-UTRA frequency (e.g., a E-UTRA frequency defined by the measurement

report or otherwise defined for the UE 110) exceeding a threshold value defined by the

measurement report (e.g., defined by an information element of the measurement report).

[0053] As explained above, the measurement report generated by the UE 110 may

include a bitmap, where for each frequency configured by the measurement configuration

message the UE 110 sends one bit (e.g., when the measurement configuration message

configures 3 frequencies, the UE 110 sends 3 bits in the measurement report). Each bit is set

to logic "0" or "1" responsive to whether the corresponding measurement value is below or

above the reporting threshold. In other words, the measurement report can include one bit per

frequency measured that indicates whether the measurement of signal strength of the

frequency exceeded the threshold value.

[0054] The UE 110 communicates (block 506) the measurement report to the Node B

120. The Node B 120 receives (block 404) the measurement report. The RNC 130 can use



the measurement report for mobility management of the UE 110, such as described above for

Block 206 of Figure 2 .

[0055] In one embodiment, when the measurements are performed repeatedly (e.g.,

periodically), the UE 110 ceases making further measurements based on its communication

of the measurement report to the network node 120. In this manner, the UE 110 makes a

"one-shot" report of the measurement result when the reporting criteria is fulfilled.

[0056] Moreover, while the UE 110 is configured to repetitively communicate

measurement reports to the Node B 120 on a periodic or other defined basis, the UE 110 may

be triggered by a reporting criteria defined by the measurement configuration message to

make an additional "one-shot" measurement report of a measurement result to the Node B

120. In this manner, the UE 110 can be controlled to communicate an additional

measurement report to the Node B 120.

[0057] In some other embodiments, the UE 110 is controlled by one message to

perform the measurement and controlled by another separate message to communicate the

measurement report to the Node B 120. Figure 6 illustrates operations and methods 600 that

can be performed by the Node B 120, and Figure 7 illustrates corresponding operations and

methods 700 that can be performed by the UE 110.

[0058] Referring to Figures 6 and 7, the Node B 120 communicates (block 602) a

command to the UE 110 to switch to the CELL FACH state, where the command is

generated by the RNC 130 or another network node of the system 100. The UE 110 receives

(block 702) the command to switch to the CELL FACH state, and performs a switch from

one state to CELL FACH state (e.g., Idle mode to Connected Mode CELL FACH state,

CELL DCH state to CELL FACH state, URA PCH state to CELL FACH state, or

CELL PCH to CELL FACH state). The Node B 120 communicates (block 604) a

measurement configuration message (generated by the RNC 130) that configures a one-time

measurement that is to be performed by the UE 110 to generate a measurement report. The

UE receives (block 704) the measurement configuration message and responds by performing

(block 706) the measurement defined by the measurement configuration message.

[0059] As explained above, the measurement configuration message may define a

reporting criteria which will trigger the UE 110 to communicate a measurement report to the

Node B 120. When the reporting criteria is fulfilled (e.g., occurrence of a criteria/event

defined by the measurement configuration message) the UE 110 communicates a single

measurement report message to the Node B 120, where the measurement report includes the

results of the measurement(s) and can further include the measurement ID. An example



reporting criteria that the measurement configuration message may define can include a

threshold value that the UE 110 compares to a measurement to determine whether to

communicate the measurement in a single measurement report to the network node 120. By

further example, the UE 110 may compare a measured signal strength to a threshold value

defined by the measurement configuration message to determine whether (when) to

communicate the measurement report to the Node B 120 (e.g., communicate the

measurement report in response to the measurement of signal strength exceeding a specified

threshold) for use by the RNC 130.

[0060] When performing the measurement, the UE 110 may be configured to perform

a concentrated scan of E-UTRA (IRAT) frequencies that are identified by the measurement

configuration message. The concentrated measurement scan of frequencies may be

performed as fast as possible, instead of waiting for a next one of a pattern of FACH

measurement occasions defined for measurements in CELL FACH. Upon completing the

concentrated measurement scan of frequencies, the UE 110 sends a combined measurement

report to the Node B 120 containing information about available E-UTRA frequencies.

[0061] As explained above, the measurement report generated by the UE 110 may

include a bitmap, where for each frequency configured by the measurement configuration

message the UE 110 sends one bit (e.g., when the measurement configuration message

configures 3 frequencies, the UE 110 sends 3 bits in the measurement report). Each bit is set

to logic "0" or "1" responsive to whether the corresponding measurement value is below or

above the reporting threshold. In other words, the measurement report can include one bit

per frequency measured that indicates whether the measurement of signal strength of the

frequency exceeded the threshold value.

[0062] The UE 110 communicates (block 708) the measurement report to the Node B

120, e.g., responsive to the defined reporting criteria being satisfied. The network node 120

correspondingly receives (block 606) the measurement report from the UE 110. The

measurement report can be used by the RNC 130 for mobility management of the UE 110,

such as described above for block 206 of Figure 2 .

[0063] Managing when and how measurements are performed and communicated

from a UE to the network in this manner may conserved battery power within the UE, by

performing measurements and reporting when requested by the network. When the network

desires measurement information, the network can, at that time, request the UE to perform

measurements and to report them. This approach may also reduce the signaling load in the



network and reduce the UL interference due to signaling. Moreover, this approach may assist

the network with requesting measurement reports during a time when it is determined that

there are sufficient available resources in the network.

[0064] Because the measurement can be performed quickly upon request, the service

interruption can be reduced and the measured result can be quickly delivered to the network.

[0065] Because the network controls when the one-shot measurement is performed,

the network can utilize its knowledge of activity level in the UE. The network will thus be

able to choose a time when the measurement will impact the service the least.

[0066] Network triggered one-time measurement in CELL FACH can provide fast

information to UTRAN on whether there is coverage, and based on that information the

network can make decisions for whether to trigger a redirection to another network.

Example User Equipment Node and Network Node Configurations

[0067] Figure 8 is a block diagram of the user equipment node (UE) 110 of Figure 1

that is configured according to some embodiments. The UE 110 includes a transceiver 804, a

controller circuit 802, and a memory device(s) 806 containing functional modules 808. The

UE 110 may further include a display 810, a user input interface 812, and a speaker 714.

[0068] The transceiver 804 (e.g., WCDMA, LTE, or other cellular transceiver,

Bluetooth transceiver, WiFi transceiver, WiMax transceiver, etc.) is configured to

communicate with the Node B 120 or another network node of the communication system of

Figure 1 or another communication system. The controller circuit 802 may include one or

more data processing circuits, such as a general purpose and/or special purpose processor

(e.g., microprocessor and/or digital signal processor). The controller circuit 802 is configured

to execute computer program instructions from the functional modules 808 of the memory

device(s) 806, described below as a computer readable medium, to perform at least some of

the operations and methods described herein as being performed by a UE.

[0069] Figure 9 is a block diagram of a network node, which may be the Node B 120

and/or the RNC 130 of Figure 1, or another network node that is configured according to

some embodiments. The network node 120/130 can include a transceiver 902, a network

interface(s) 906, a controller circuit 904, and/or memory device(s) 908 containing functional

modules 910.

[0070] The transceiver 902 (e.g., WCDMA, LTE, or other cellular transceiver,

Bluetooth transceiver, WiFi transceiver, WiMax transceiver, etc.) is configured to

communicate with the UE 110 or another node of the communication system of Figure 1 or



another communication system. The controller circuit 804 may include one or more data

processing circuits, such as a general purpose and/or special purpose processor (e.g.,

microprocessor and/or digital signal processor). The controller circuit 904 is configured to

execute computer program instructions from the functional modules 910 of the memory

device(s) 908, described below as a computer readable medium, to perform at least some of

the operations and methods described herein as being performed by the Node B 120, the RNC

130, and/or another network node. The network interface 906 communicates with the RNC

130 when residing in the Node B 120, or communicates with the Node B 120 and/or the core

network 140 when residing in the RNC 130.

Further Summary of Various Embodiments

[0071] Some embodiments are directed to methods and operations by a network node

to control measurements by a user equipment node (UE) in a communications system. The

network node communications a measurement configuration message to the UE that

configures at least one measurement that is to be performed by the UE. The network node

communicates an explicit indication to the UE to trigger performance of the configured

measurement and communication of a measurement report to the network node. The network

node is further configured to receive the measurement report.

[0072] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the measurement

configuration message to the UE based on the UE operating in a CELL FACH state.

[0073] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the measurement

configuration message to the UE in a RRC reconfiguration message.

[0074] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the measurement

configuration message to the UE in a Measurement Control Message.

[0075] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the explicit

indication to the UE in a Measurement Control Message.

[0076] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the explicit

indication to the UE in a Cell Change Order.

[0077] In a further embodiment, the network node communicates the explicit

indication to the UE within a same message that communicates the measurement

configuration message.

[0078] Some other embodiments are directed to methods and operations by a UE that

communicates with a network node in a communications system. The UE receives a

measurement configuration message from the network node that configures at least one



measurement that is to be performed by the UE. The UE receives an explicit indication from

the network node, and responds to the explicit indication by performing the configured

measurement, and communicating a measurement report based on the configured

measurement to the network node.

[0079] In a further embodiment, the UE is operating in a CELL FACH state.

[0080] In a further embodiment, the UE receives the measurement configuration

message in a RRC reconfiguration message.

[0081] In a further embodiment, the UE receives the measurement configuration

message in a Measurement Control Message.

[0082] In a further embodiment, the UE receives the explicit indication in a

Measurement Control Message.

[0083] In a further embodiment, the UE receives the explicit indication in a Cell

Change Order.

[0084] In a further embodiment, the UE receives the explicit indication within a same

message in which it receives the measurement configuration message.

[0085] Some other embodiments are directed to methods and operations by a UE that

communicates with a network node in a communications system. The UE receives a

measurement configuration message from the network node that configures at least one

measurement that is to be performed by the UE. The UE receives a command from the

network node to switch to a CELL FACH state, and to respond thereto by performing the

configured measurement. The UE receives an explicit indication from the network node, and

responds to the explicit indication by communicating a measurement report based on the

configured measurement to the network node.

Abbreviations

[0086] A list of abbreviations used in the present disclosure is provided below for

ease of reference of the reader:

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

DCHDedicated Channel

DL Downlink

E-DCH Enhanced Uplink Dedicated Channel

E-UTRA Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

FACH Forward Access Channel

GSMGlobal System for Mobile Communications



IRAT Inter Radio Access Technology

LTE Long-Term Evolution

RACH Random Access Channel

RAT Radio Access Technology

RRC Radio Resource Control

UE User Equipment Node

UL Uplink

UTRAN Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network

Further Definitions and Embodiments

[0087] In the above-description of various embodiments of the present invention, it is

to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular

embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. Unless otherwise

defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

belongs. It will be further understood that terms, such as those defined in commonly used

dictionaries, should be interpreted as having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning

in the context of this specification and the relevant art and will not be interpreted in an

idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.

[0088] When an element is referred to as being "connected", "coupled", "responsive",

or variants thereof to another element, it can be directly connected, coupled, or responsive to

the other element or intervening elements may be present. In contrast, when an element is

referred to as being "directly connected", "directly coupled", "directly responsive", or variants

thereof to another element, there are no intervening elements present. Like numbers refer to

like elements throughout. Furthermore, "coupled", "connected", "responsive", or variants

thereof as used herein may include wirelessly coupled, connected, or responsive. As used

herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well,

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Well-known functions or constructions may

not be described in detail for brevity and/or clarity. The term "and/or" includes any and all

combinations of one or more of the associated listed items.

[0089] As used herein, the terms "comprise", "comprising", "comprises", "include",

"including", "includes", "have", "has", "having", or variants thereof are open-ended, and

include one or more stated features, integers, elements, steps, components or functions but

does not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, elements,



steps, components, functions or groups thereof. Furthermore, as used herein, the common

abbreviation "e.g.", which derives from the Latin phrase "exempli gratia," may be used to

introduce or specify a general example or examples of a previously mentioned item, and is

not intended to be limiting of such item. The common abbreviation "i.e.", which derives

from the Latin phrase "id est," may be used to specify a particular item from a more general

recitation.

[0090] Example embodiments are described herein with reference to block diagrams

and/or flowchart illustrations of computer-implemented methods, apparatus (systems and/or

devices) and/or computer program products. It is understood that a block of the block

diagrams and/or flowchart illustrations, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams

and/or flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by computer program instructions that are

performed by one or more computer circuits. These computer program instructions may be

provided to a processor circuit of a general purpose computer circuit, special purpose

computer circuit, and/or other programmable data processing circuit to produce a machine,

such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer and/or other

programmable data processing apparatus, transform and control transistors, values stored in

memory locations, and other hardware components within such circuitry to implement

functions/acts specified in the block diagrams and/or flowchart block or blocks, and thereby

create means, functionality and/or structure to implement functions/acts specified in the block

diagrams and/or flowchart block(s).

[0091] These computer program instructions may also be stored in a tangible

computer-readable medium that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing

apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer-

readable medium produce an article of manufacture including instructions which implement

the functions/acts specified in the block diagrams and/or flowchart block or blocks.

[0092] A tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium may include an

electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, or semiconductor data storage system,

apparatus, or device. More specific examples of the computer-readable medium would

include the following: a portable computer diskette, a random access memory (RAM) circuit,

a read-only memory (ROM) circuit, an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM

or Flash memory) circuit, a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), and a

portable digital video disc read-only memory (DVD/BlueRay).

[0093] The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer

and/or other programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to



be performed on the computer and/or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer-

implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other

programmable apparatus provide steps to implement the functions/acts specified in the block

diagrams and/or flowchart block or blocks. Accordingly, embodiments of the present

invention may be embodied in hardware and/or in software (including firmware, resident

software, micro-code, etc.) that runs on a processor such as a digital signal processor, which

may collectively be referred to as "circuitry," "a module" or variants thereof.

[0094] It should also be noted that in some alternate implementations, the

functions/acts noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted in the flowcharts. For

example, two blocks shown in succession may in fact be executed substantially concurrently

or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the

functionality/acts involved. Moreover, the functionality of a given block of the flowcharts

and/or block diagrams may be separated into multiple blocks and/or the functionality of two

or more blocks of the flowcharts and/or block diagrams may be at least partially integrated.

Finally, other blocks may be added/inserted between the blocks that are illustrated, and/or

blocks/operations may be omitted without departing from the scope of the invention.

Moreover, although some of the diagrams include arrows on communication paths to show a

primary direction of communication, it is to be understood that communication may occur in

the opposite direction to the depicted arrows.

[0095] Many different embodiments have been disclosed herein, in connection with

the above description and the drawings. It will be understood that it would be unduly

repetitious and obfuscating to literally describe and illustrate every combination and

subcombination of these embodiments. Accordingly, the present specification, including the

drawings, shall be construed to constitute a complete written description of various example

combinations and subcombinations of embodiments and of the manner and process of making

and using them, and shall support claims to any such combination or subcombination.

[0096] Many variations and modifications can be made to the embodiments without

substantially departing from the principles of the present invention. All such variations and

modifications are intended to be included herein within the scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS:

1. A method of operating a network node (130) to control measurements by a user

equipment node, UE, ( 110) in a communications system, the method comprising:

communicating (202, 402, 604) a measurement configuration message to the UE

( 110) that configures a measurement that is to be performed by the UE ( 110) to generate a

measurement report; and

receiving (206, 404, 606) the measurement report from the UE ( 110).

2 . The method of Claim 1 of operating the network node (130), wherein

communicating (402) the measurement configuration message to the UE ( 110), comprises:

communicating (402) the measurement configuration message as an explicit

indication to the UE ( 110) to proceed with performing the measurement defined by the

measurement configuration message to generate the measurement report.

3 . The method of Claim 2 of operating the network node (130), wherein the

measurement configuration message defines a reporting criteria that triggers the UE ( 110) to

communicate the measurement report to the network node (130) when the reporting criteria is

fulfilled.

4 . The method of Claim 3 of operating the network node (120, 130), wherein the

measurement configuration message defines a threshold value that the UE ( 110) compares to

the measurement to determine whether to communicate the measurement report to the

network node (120).

5 . The method of any of Claims 1-4 of operating the network node (120, 130), further

comprising:

prior to communicating (602) the measurement configuration message to the UE

( 110), communicating (602) a command to the UE ( 110) to switch to CELL FACH state.

6 . The method of any of Claims 1-5 of operating the network node (130), wherein the

measurement configuration message is communicated (202, 402, 604) to the UE ( 110) in a

RRC reconfiguration message.



7 . The method of any of Claims 1-6 of operating the network node (130), wherein the

measurement configuration message is communicated (202, 402, 604) to the UE ( 110) in a

Measurement Control Message.

8 . The method of Claim 1 of operating the network node (130), further comprising:

following communication (202) of the measurement configuration message,

communicating (204) an explicit indication to the UE ( 110) to trigger performance of the

measurement configured by the measurement configuration message and communication of

the measurement report to the network node (130).

9 . The method of Claim 8 of operating the network node (130), wherein the explicit

indication is communicated (204) to the UE ( 110) in a Measurement Control Message.

10. The method of Claim 8 of operating the network node (130), wherein the explicit

indication is communicated (204) to the UE ( 110) in a Cell Change Order.

11 . The method of any of Claims 1-10 of operating the network node (130), wherein

the measurement configuration message identifies one or more of the following types of

measurements to be performed by the UE ( 110):

intra-frequency measurements on downlink, DL, physical channels at the same

frequency as an active set;

inter-frequency measurements on DL physical channels at frequencies that

differ from the frequency of the active set;

inter-system measurements on DL physical channels belonging to another

radio access system;

traffic volume measurements on uplink, UL, traffic volume;

DL transport block error rate;

UE transmission power; and

UE received signal level.

12. A method of operating a user equipment node, UE, ( 110) to perform

measurements in a communications system, the method comprising:

receiving (302, 502, 704) a measurement configuration message from a network node

(130) that configures a measurement that is to be performed by the UE ( 110);



performing (306, 504, 706) the measurement defined by the measurement

configuration message; and

communicating (308,506,708) a measurement report based on the measurement to the

network node (130).

13. The method of Claim 12 of operating the UE ( 1 10), further comprising:

performing (504) the measurement defined by the measurement configuration

message in response to receipt of the measurement configuration message.

14. The method of Claim 13 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein:

the measurement configuration message defines a threshold value; and

communicating (506) the measurement report to the network node (130) is performed

in response to comparison of the threshold value to the measurement.

15. The method of Claim 14 of operating the UE ( 1 10), wherein communicating

(506) the measurement report to the network node (130) is performed in response to

measurement of signal strength exceeding the threshold value.

16. The method of Claim 15 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein the measurement

report comprises one bit per frequency measured that indicates whether the measurement of

signal strength of the frequency exceeded the threshold value .

17. The method of any of Claims 12-16 of operating the UE ( 110), further

comprising:

prior to receiving (704) the measurement configuration message from the network

node (130), receiving (702) a command from the network node (130) for the UE ( 110) to

switch to CELL FACH state.

18. The method of any of Claims 12-17 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein the

measurement configuration message is received (302, 502, 704) in a RRC reconfiguration

message.



19. The method of any of Claims 12-18 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein the

measurement configuration message is received (302, 502, 704) in a Measurement Control

Message.

20. The method of Claim 12 of operating the UE ( 1 10), further comprising:

following receipt (302) of the measurement configuration message, receiving (304) an

explicit indication from the network node (130) that trigger's the UE's ( 110) performance

(306) of the measurement defined by the measurement configuration message and

communication (308) of the measurement report to the network node (130).

2 1. The method of Claim 20 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein the explicit

indication is received (304) in a Measurement Control Message.

22. The method of Claim 20 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein the explicit

indication is received (304) in a Cell Change Order.

23. The method of any of Claims 12-22 of operating the UE ( 110), wherein:

the measurement configuration message identifies one or more of the following types

of measurements to be performed by the UE ( 110):

intra-frequency measurements on downlink, DL, physical channels at the same

frequency as an active set;

inter-frequency measurements on DL physical channels at frequencies that

differ from the frequency of the active set;

inter-system measurements on DL physical channels belonging to another

radio access system;

traffic volume measurements on uplink, UL, traffic volume;

DL transport block error rate;

UE transmission power; and

UE received signal level; and

the UE ( 110) performs (306, 504, 706) the one or more of the types of measurements

identified by the measurement configuration message.
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